Summer 2023 Driving Directions

To use GPS mapping tool, enter "WWU parking lot 19G" for directions.

The Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic is open on their regular schedule.

Clinic parking is now located in Lot 19G to the west of the clinic. Please follow the directions below to reach the new parking area and the clinics.

If you have any questions, please call:

Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic: (360) 650-3881

Directions to parking lot 19G

Take Bill McDonald Parkway to West College Way.

Turn left. Use caution. Heavy pedestrian traffic at intersection.

Turn right onto Wade King service road.

At the first intersection, turn right.

Follow road to the stop sign at the pedestrian crossing.

When clear, continue across path to enter Parking Lot 19G. Turn right.

Reserved clinic spots are in the middle of the lot and are signed.

You may be ticketed if you do not park at one of the designated spots

Follow pedestrian map and directions below to clinic.

To use GPS mapping tool, enter "WWU parking lot 19G" for directions.
Pedestrian directions from parking lot

Park in spaces marked reserved for clinic use. Clients with ADA parking plates may also use ADA spaces.

Follow path through shrubbery to main walkway. Go left past smaller shrubs and turn right on path toward clinic. Go straight about 300 yards to clinic entrance and turn right to enter.

Signs and a pathway marked on the ground will also direct to the clinic entrance.
Directions from old parking lot

If you are at the old clinic parking lot, go back the way you came on East College Drive and continue onto West College Way.

Turn right onto Wade King service road.

At the first intersection, turn right.

Follow road to the stop sign at the pedestrian crossing.

When clear, continue across path to enter Parking Lot 19G. Turn right.

Reserved clinic spots are in the middle of the lot and are signed.